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Social Identity and Regulatory Focus: Can Collective Orientation Influences Consumers’ Message Evaluation?
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To investigate the interplay between individual and collective self-regulations, the authors propose a dialectic process that describes the changes in the locus of self-regulations between individual self and collective self. The results from three studies display a strong support for the two sets of hypotheses drawn from the proposed process. Our findings demonstrate that consumers can move the locus of self-regulation from individual-self to collective-self when a social identity is activated (preliminary study and study1). Further examination of regulatory swing between individual and collective regulatory orientations revealed group identification as a key variable in determining the locus of self-regulation (study2). While a consumer with a high level of group identification changes her locus of self-regulation from an individual to a collective (a regulatory shift) and evaluated messages and products framed consistent with their group orientation, a consumer with low level of group identification maintains her locus of self-regulation in her personal level of self (a regulatory preservation) and evaluated messages and products framed consistent with their personal regulatory focus.
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I. Introduction

Christopher is usually shy and has a very reserved personality. He prefers staying indoors and watch movies to doing some exciting outdoor activities. He recently entered a University whose members share a very outgoing and enthusiastic culture. In this university's rich and extremely sociable culture he experienced a lot of exciting activities he usually would not enjoy before. While he was wandering around its campus with his friends, he ran into an advertisement describing an exciting summer leisure programs which includes paragliding and kitesurfing. Christopher thought “hmm… that can be fun…” and asked his friends if they are willing to join the program.

As we can see from this short example, a consumer, often without thinking about it, got influenced by a group identity and use its norms and values to guide his consumption behaviors toward a more desirable direction. Although consumer researchers have paid high interest on both a consumer’s individual self-regulations (e.g., Craciun et al, 2017; Dewitte et al, 2009; do Vale et al, 2008; Hong and Lee 2008) and the influences of a collective on a consumer’s self-regulations (e.g., Epp and Price 2008; Mandel 2003; Zhang and Shrum 2009), to the best of our knowledge, no study has examined the interplay between individual and collective self-regulations - when and how a consumer uses (or does not use) a group’s norm and values related to a goal striving process to guide the individual’s consumption behaviors.

To understand the interplay between two different levels of self-concepts on a consumer’s self-regulations, we develop a dialect process of self-regulation by integrating two influential theories: Social Identity Theory (Tajfel 1982; Turner and Onorato 1999) and Regulatory Focus Theory (Higgins 1997). In this process, three novel concepts - the regulatory conflicts (i.e., the inconsistency between a group’s regulatory orientation and a personal regulatory focus), the regulatory shift (i.e., changing the locus of self-regulation from an individual to a group), and the regulatory preservation (i.e., maintaining the locus of self-regulation in the individual self) plays a crucial role in explain when and how a consumer swing her locus of self-regulation between individual self and collective self.

Our model postulates that when a consumer experiences inconsistency between collective and individual self-regulations, she is compelled to reduce the psychological pressure from the regulatory conflict, and implement one of the two routes to do so. A consumer with a high level of group identity will go through a regulatory shift where she changes the locus of self-perception from an individual identity to a group identity, and follows the group’s regulatory norms. On the other hand, a consumer with a low level of group identification will go through
a regulatory preservation where she maintains her individual self-perception and follow her personal self-regulatory orientations.

We tested two sets of hypotheses drawn from our model with an empirical framework developed for examining the congruence between message framing and regulatory focus (Aaker and Lee 2001; Lee and Aaker 2004). One preliminary study and two main studies demonstrate the following results. First, consumers can shift their locus of self-regulation from individual to group with an activation of a social identity. Second, the regulatory shifts influence consumers’ message and product evaluations. Third, while consumers with high level of group identification demonstrate regulatory shift from individual to collective, consumers with low level of group identification maintain their personal regulatory orientations.

II. Regulatory Focus, Group Orientation, and Regulatory Shift

The regulatory function of the self enables a person to control the individual’s goal directed actions (Baumeister 1998). Regulatory focus theory (Higgins 1997: 2000) proposes that the characteristics of self-regulatory functions can be shaped by two distinct goals: ideals (e.g., hopes, wishes, aspirations) lead to promotion focus and oughts (e.g., safety, duties, responsibilities) generate prevention focus. Promotion focus is sensitive to the presence and absence of positive outcomes, and prefers eagerness strategies to maximize gains and minimize nongains. Prevention focus is sensitive to the presence and absence of negative outcomes and favors vigilance strategies to avoid losses and attain nonlosses.

The theory provides an interesting perspective by specifying the contextual influences on people’s regulatory foci. Although people favor one regulatory focus over the other, they maintain both regulatory systems in their minds, which can provide them abilities to implement flexible self-control strategies by activating a regulatory system more appropriate to the imminent social situation.

The extant research on regulatory focus heavily emphasizes on its role in individual level self-regulation processes (Dholakia et al. 2006; Hong and Lee 2008; Keller 2006; Pham and Avnet 2004; Wan et al. 2009; Yeo and Park 2006). Few studies examines collective influences on individuals’ regulatory focus with variables such as self consturals (Aaker and Lee 2001), cultural values (Lalwani et al. 2009), or leadership styles (Kark and Van Dijk 2007).

In this paper, however, we further argue that a group can develop a distinct regulatory focus as a collective norm, and can play a fundamental role in managing people’s regulatory foci. To make a clear distinction between the two different levels of regulatory focus, we named the individual regulatory focus as (prevention
vs. promotion) personal regulatory focus and the collective regulatory focus as (avoidance vs. approach) group orientation.

The notion of group orientation, defined here as 'a regulatory norm of a collective developed through social interactions among the members to achieve its common goal(s),' is developed by integrating Social Identity Theory (Turner et al. 1987) and Regulatory Focus Theory (Higgins 1997; Higgins 2000). When people categorize themselves as a member of a group, they define themselves with a stereotypical representation of the group (i.e., perceive the self as 'we rather than I'), and share the group's motivations, perspectives, and group norms. A few studies (e.g., Hogg and Reid 2006; Jetten et al. 2002; Postmes et al. 2001) demonstrate that this "shared" beliefs among group members is the foundations of intra- or intergroup behaviors. Higgins and his colleagues (e.g., Higgins 1996; Higgins and Spiegel 2004) also used the shared ideas among peers or family members as a foundation of an individual's regulatory focus: whereas an individual surrounded by family members and peers who "share" ideal goals would develop promotion focus, and individual surrounded by peers or family members who "share" ought goals would develop prevention focus.

We argue that, analogous to the process of developing individuals' personal regulatory foci, a collective can develop a group orientation as a form of shared group norm through collective goal settings and interactions among group members. Group members would develop approach group orientation comparable to promotion focus if the group's objective has promotion characteristics, and the members share eagerness strategies to achieve the group goal. On the other hand, group members would develop avoidance group orientation comparable to prevention focus if the group's objective has prevention characteristics, and the members share common understandings of implementing vigilance strategies to obtain the group goal.

With an activation of a group membership, people re-define themselves with prototypical images of the group membership, and use the group's motivation, perspectives, and norms to guide their behaviors (e.g., Ellemers et al. 2008; Norton et al. 2003; Turner et al. 2008). Following the same line of reasoning, when a consumer encounters a group situation, she defines herself with the group membership and temporarily shifts the locus of self-regulation from personal regulatory focus to the group orientation to guide her behaviors in accordance with the group's shared goal characteristics (i.e., approach/avoidance). For instance, when a consumer dines with a small group of friends who shares the same concern of losing weight, although she personally loves to enjoy hearty and tasty food (i.e., promotion orientation), she will more likely adopt the group's avoidance orientation (i.e., watching the diet and losing weight) and chooses low calories plates. In such
a social context, the avoidance group orientation can momentarily replace an individual's promotion regulatory focus, which we named as regulatory shift in this paper.

To demonstrate the viability of the regulatory shift from personal regulatory focus to group orientation, we examine the congruence between group orientation and message framing. One of the important empirical frameworks for testing the impact of regulatory focus is the examination of congruence (or incongruence) between marketing stimuli and regulatory focus (e.g., Aaker and Lee 2001; Dholakia et al. 2006; Hong and Lee 2008; Mehdi et al. 2007; Pham and Avnet 2004; Wan et al. 2009; Yeo and Park 2006). A few of studies demonstrated that a consumer with a promotion focus evaluates a promotion-framed message more favorable, while a consumer with a prevention focus evaluates a prevention-framed message more favorable (Aaker and Lee 2001; Chernev 2004; Lee and Aaker 2004; Lee and Aaker 2000). By combining the congruence hypotheses with the regulatory shift, we predict that group members will prefer a messages framed consistently with their group orientation (i.e., approach group - promotion framing and avoidance group - prevention framing) regardless of their personal regulatory focus when a group membership is made salient.

The expected pattern of regulatory shift and message congruence is formally stated in the following hypotheses:

\[ \text{Hypothesis 1-a: With an approach group orientation, consumers will evaluate a promotion framed message more favorably than a prevention framed one.} \]

\[ \text{Hypothesis 1-b: With an avoidance group orientation, consumers will evaluate a prevention framed message more favorably than a promotion framed one.} \]

III. Preliminary Study: Do Regulatory Shifts Happen?

A 2 (group orientation: avoidance vs. approach) × 2 (personal regulatory focus: prevention vs. promotion focus) study is designed to examine the assumption that when people’s group identity made salient, the group's goal orientation will temporarily replace the group members' personal regulatory tendencies (i.e., regulatory shifts). A total of 123 participants from a large public university completed the study for partial fulfillment of course credit.

At the beginning of the study, the participants completed a battery of questions that includes 11-item Regulatory Focus Questionnaire (RFQ, Higgins et al. 2001) measuring an individual's personal regulatory focus. The scores of promotion and prevention sub scales were averaged, and we used the difference between the averages of two subscales (i.e., promotion - prevention) to measure individuals’ personal regulatory focus.
focus (Higgins et al., 2001). Then promotion and prevention conditions were later created with a median split on the measure.

Upon completing the questionnaire, participants were randomly assigned into a group of three people and asked to play and evaluate a family game (Pop up Pirate). Each group was randomly assigned to one of the conditions (avoidance or approach) to activate a group orientation (Onorato and Turner 2004). In the approach condition, participants were primed to provide as many right choices as possible, which encourage them to focus on psychological gains and to implement eagerness strategies. In the avoidance condition, participants were primed to make as few mistakes as possible, which encourage them to concentrate on psychological losses and to use vigilance strategies. When all participants finished the game, they were asked to complete a questionnaire that includes three items that measuring participants' current status of regulatory orientation (Pham and Avnet 2004).

The results from the ANOVA analyses supported the assumption of regulatory shift by showing a significant main effect of group orientation ($p=.045$). The personal regulatory focus and the interaction between group orientation and personal regulatory focus did not display significant test results ($p$-values are 0.833 and 0.701 respectively). The approach group orientation condition showed a higher cell mean (4.35) than the avoidance condition (3.94) generating a pattern consistent with our prediction of regulatory shift given a higher score represents more promotion oriented mindset.

IV. Study 1: Regulatory Shift and Message evaluation

Since the preliminary study demonstrates the feasibility of group orientation, we further examine if the regulatory shift can influence the group members' evaluative processes, and generate the congruence effect proposed in hypotheses 1a and 1b. If the regulatory shift hypothesis holds, the message congruent with the group orientation will receive a more favorable evaluation than the one incongruent with the group orientation.

4.1 Method

A total of 149 participants were recruited from a large southern public university and received extra credit for their participation. They were randomly assigned into a 2 (group orientation: avoidance vs. approach) × 2 (message framing: prevention vs. promotion) between subject factorial design. Upon entering the experiment lab, participants were told that they will participate in two ostensibly unrelated studies, one examining a family game product and the other evaluating a print advertisement.
The former was designed to manipulate the participants' group orientations and the latter was constructed to examine the congruence effect between the group orientation and message framing.

4.1.1 Group Orientation Manipulations

Participants were randomly assigned into a group of three people, and the members of each group were seated around a round table. They were asked to solve a collective quiz game (Team Jeopardy!). Then, each group was randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (avoidance or approach) to prime group orientations (Onorato and Turner 2004). To create the approach group orientation, the participating groups were instructed to answer as many questions as possible without any penalty for providing wrong answers, which primes participants to focus on psychological/financial gains and to prefer eagerness strategies. The following instructions were used to frame the game with the approach group orientation.

Imagine you and your team members as contestants playing Team Jeopardy!. You and your team members must work as a group and reach a consensus before answering each question. Your team will be asked to answer 20 questions and your team’s task is solving as many questions as possible. You will have 10 minutes and your team will gain $1,000 for each question you answered right. Furthermore, if your team scores $1,000 or more points than the last year’s national average, all of your group members will gain the chance of moving to the next round, where teams will compete for the regional championship.

To create the avoidance group orientation, the participants were instructed to make as few mistakes as possible by penalizing them for providing wrong answers, which primes participants to reflect upon psychological/financial losses and to prefer vigilance strategies. The following instruction was used to manipulate the avoidance group orientation.

Imagine you and your team members as contestants playing Team Jeopardy!. You and your team members must work as a group and reach a consensus before answering a question. Your team will be asked to answer 20 questions and your team’s task is making as few mistakes as possible. You will have 10 minutes and your team will lose $100 for each question you answered wrong. Furthermore, if your team scores $1,000 or less points than the last year’s national average, all of your group members will lose a chance of moving to the next round, where teams will compete for the regional championship.

4.1.2 Message Framing Manipulations

A variation of Lee and Aaker’s (2004) procedure is applied to generate prevention/promotion advertisement messages. Participants randomly received one of two print advertisements (prevention framed vs. promotion framed).
about "9 to 5," a fictitious sunscreen brand. The advertisement message in prevention condition was framed as "Golf, tennis, or at the beach, worrying about sunburns and skin irritation is troublesome. Keep your skin safe with "9 to 5" and prevent harmful sunburn and pre-cancerous spots." The advertisement message in the promotion condition was constructed as follows: "Golf, tennis, or at the beach, "9 to 5" lets you stay in the sun longer and promotes good times. Live life to the fullest with "9 to 5" and enjoy your favorite outdoor activities." Both the messages were presented with a picture of the product. After examining the framed advertisements, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire containing items measuring the dependent variables and other unrelated questions. While answering these questionnaire items, participants were instructed not to communicate with their team members.

4.1.3 Measures of Dependent Variables

Three dependent variables: Message Persuasiveness (MP), Brand Attitude (BA), and Personal Relevance (PR) were used to examine the impact of regulatory shift in message evaluation. MP was measured with three semantic differential measures - persuasive/not persuasive, informative/uninformative, and believable/unbelievable (Goodstein 1993; Yi 1993). BA was measured with the five seven-point semantic differential measures - good/bad, favorable/unfavorable, positive/negative, desirable/undesirable, and beneficial/harmful (Wheeler et al. 2005). PR toward sunscreen product, which indicates the personal importance of the product category, was assessed with three 7-point Likert scale items (Priester et al. 2004) anchored with 'not at all important' / 'extremely important,' 'not at all self-relevant' / 'extremely self-relevant,' and 'have not thought about at all' / 'have thought about it a great deal.' Each of these three sets of scales was averaged to create the three composite variables of MP (α = .78), BA (α = .90), and PR (α = .77).

4.2 Results and Discussion

A 2 × 2 MANOVA with the three dependent variables (MP, BA, and PR) revealed a marginally significant interaction effect of Group Orientation and Message Framing (F(3, 142) = 2.476, p = .064). Both main effects of Group Orientation and Message Framing were not significant. Then, three separate ANOVAs were conducted to exam if the interaction pattern on each dependent variable shows the hypothesized congruence effect.

ANOVA on MP showed the expected significant interaction effect between group orientation and message framing (see table 1: F(1, 144) = 4.321, p < .05). In the avoidance group orientation condition, prevention framed messages (4.58)
was evaluated more favorable than promotion framed message \( (3.72, F(1, 144) = 8.072, p < .01) \). On the other hand, in the approach group orientation, there was no significant difference between the evaluations of the two messages \( (promotion = 4.19 \text{ and prevention} = 4.19, F(1, 144) = 0.00, \text{ ns}) \). There was also a significant main effect for message framing \( (F(1, 144) = 4.246, p < .05) \) indicating that prevention framed message \( (M = 4.36, \text{ SD} = 1.19) \) were evaluated more favorably than promotion framed message \( (M = 3.95, \text{ SD} = 1.33) \). The main effect for the Group Orientation condition was not significant \( (F(1, 144) = 0.031, \text{ ns}) \). The results from both ANOVAs on BA and PR revealed no significant effect of Group Orientation, Message Framing, or the interaction of the two experimental factors (see table 1).

In study 1, we found that the congruence effect between message framing and collective orientation was limited on MP, and was not extended to the other dependent variables - BA or PR. We suspect that such a partial support of regulatory shift hypothesis can be attributed to the variation in the levels of group identification among participants. The simple use of anonymous group in the experimental procedure may have generated contexts where some participants activate only a minimal level of cognitive categorization. Previous research (e.g., Bergami and Bagozzi 2000; Ellemers et al. 2002; Swann et al. 2009) suggested that different levels of group identification generate asymmetric group effects. It is possible that participants have different levels of group commitment even though they followed the same procedure of cognitive activation of group categorization. If so, people with low level of group identification are less influenced by group orientation, and therefore fail to generate full-fledged regulatory shifts.

The unexpected main effect may come from the stereotypical image of the sunscreen product. Previous research showed that products with a certain goal orientation (e.g., promotion for stock trading and prevention for mutual fund) may activate a different regulatory focus in consumers mind (Zhou and Pham 2004). This experiment is conducted in a southern state,
and a sunscreen product can be viewed as prevention related item especially in the state where strong sunlight worries people more than other areas of US. Such a typical image of the product might have made participants more susceptible to messages consistent with such typicality and make the prevention message more persuasive than the promotion message, and generated the significant main effect of Message Framing.

V. Regulatory Shift vs. Regulatory Preservation

While the regulatory shift hypothesis provides a meaningful explanation on how group orientation influences individual consumers’ regulatory functions, it does not provide a sufficient justification on some important issues on group influence such as anti-normative behaviors or individuals’ resistance against collective influences (e.g., Ennett and Bauman 1994; Venkatesan 1966). One can often observe group situations where people are cognitively aware of their group memberships, but refuse to go along with the group’s norms, values, and goal orientations. For instance, in a different group context of eating out with co-workers for a celebration (i.e., approach group orientation) of achieving the annual goal, another consumer may stick to her personal prevention goal (not gaining weight), and restrain herself from eating and drinking while all other co-workers are celebrating and enjoying their achievements.

A consumer’s regulatory choice in a group context may not be solely dominated by unidirectional group influences but be determined by the interaction between personal and collective regulatory systems. To examine the interplay that shapes a consumer’s current regulatory state, we introduce the concept of regulatory conflict - the inconsistency between a person’s own personal regulatory focus and the group’s goal orientation. As an attempt to explain why some individual consumers simply shift their regulatory focus to group orientation while some others resist doing so while they were experiencing regulatory conflicts, we developed a dialectic process of conflict resolution process. Prior research suggests the influence group norm on individual members differs depending on the levels of group identification (e.g., Bergami and Bagozzi 2000; Jetten et al. 2002; Swann et al. 2009). A high level of group identification often leads an individual to see the collective as part of the self and uses group norms to guide her behaviors while a low level of group identification make an individual to see the collective to be more detached from the self and resists group norms.

We propose two distinct conflict resolution processes (regulatory shift vs. regulatory preservation), in which a consumer choose one of the two processes depending on the level of
group identification. A consumer with a high level of group identification may go through a complete depersonalization process, where she defines herself with her group membership (Ellemers et al., 2002), see the group as a part of her self-definition, and use the group orientation as the active regulatory focus. On the other hand, a consumer with low level of group identification would not follow depersonalization and maintain her own personal regulatory tendency as the active regulatory focus. By doing so, she can maintain a more flexible and appropriate regulatory system that helps her to achieve personal consumption goals and to maintain healthy social relationships. When these two different conflict resolution processes are connected with a message congruence hypothesis, the following formal hypotheses are generated:

**Hypothesis 2-a:** When experiencing regulatory conflicts, consumers with high group identification will evaluate a message congruent with their group orientation more favorably than one congruent with their personal regulatory focus.

**Hypothesis 2-b:** When experiencing regulatory conflicts, consumers with low group identification will evaluate a message congruent with their personal regulatory focus more favorably than one congruent with their group orientation.

VI. **Study 2: Group Orientation or Personal Regulatory Focus?**

In study 2, we explore the interplay between group orientation and regulatory focus by examining the moderating role of group identification in regulatory shift, and its consequences on message and brand evaluations.

6.1 **Method**

Regulatory Conflicts were created by mismatching participants’ group orientations with their personal regulatory foci (i.e., avoidance GO - promotion RF and approach GO - prevention RF). Hence, a 2 (Regulatory Conflict: avoidance GO - promotion RF vs. approach GO - prevention RF) × 2 (Group Identification: high vs. low) × 2 (Message Framing: promotion vs. prevention) between subjects design is implemented to test the suggested hypotheses. 294 students from a large southern public university participated in this study and received course credit. Upon arriving, participants were greeted by two experimenters and told that the experiment is composed of three sessions. The first two for creating regulatory conflict and inducing different levels of group commitment, and the last for manipulating message framing and measuring the dependent variables.
6.1.1 Regulatory Conflict (RC) Manipulation

In the first session, which is allegedly conducted by the university's career service center, participants were randomly assigned into two conditions, and then asked to write essays focused on either their hopes and aspirations (promotion) or duties and obligations (prevention) in order to prime their personal regulatory foci (Molden and Higgins 2004). In the second session, participants were instructed to play and examine a collective gaming product – solving a series of graphical puzzles as a team with either approach or avoidance goal orientation (Plaks and Higgins 2000). To create the two RC conditions, participants previously exposed to the promotion RF manipulation were assigned to avoidance GO, and those previously exposed to the prevention RF manipulation were assigned to approach GO.

In approach GO condition, the collective game was framed to emphasize financial/psychological gains and to induce eagerness strategies for the group members. The following instruction was given to participants in Prevention RF – Approach GO condition.

Imagine you and your team members as contestants playing Team Tangram! in the first round. On your table, there is a wooden square divided into seven pieces with different sizes and shapes, which can be put together again in hundreds of different figures and forms. Your team will be asked to reproduce the silhouettes shown in this booklet with these seven wooden pieces. You must work as a group and your task is to reproduce as many silhouettes as possible. Your team's goal is to gain a chance to move to the next round. Your team will gain $1,000 for each puzzle you solve together with your group. Furthermore, if your team scores higher than the last year's national average, all of your team members will gain extra $1,000 and a chance to move to the next round.

On the other hand, in Avoidance GO, the collective game was framed to emphasize financial/psychological losses and to induce vigilance strategies for the group members. The following instruction was given to the participants in promotion RF – avoidance GO condition.

Imagine you and your team members as contestants playing Team Tangram! in the first round. On your table, there is a wooden square divided into seven pieces with different sizes and shapes, which can be put together again in hundreds of different figures and forms. Your team will be asked to reproduce the silhouettes shown in this booklet with these seven wooden pieces. You must work as a group, and your team's goal is to avoid a situation where you fail to advance to the next round. Your team will lose $1,000 for each puzzle you fail to solve. Furthermore, if your team scores lower than the last year's national average, all of your team members will lose an extra $1,000 and lose a chance to move to the next round.

When participants finished the game, they
were asked to complete a bogus questionnaire concerning different dimensions of the game.

6.1.2 Group Identification (GI)

To induce different levels of group identification, we applied a variation of the bogus pipeline procedure suggested by Ellemers, Spears, and Doosje (1997). At the beginning of the second session, participants were asked to complete a short questionnaire about what extent they agree with a number of general statements about their group membership. Then, while they were playing the game, participants were asked to wear a medical wristband which measures blood pressure, heart rate, and other physiological indices. Participants were led to believe that each wristband has a wireless connection with a computer program that calculates the strength of their group membership from their answers to the questionnaire and the physiological indices collected through the wristband while they were working on the group task.

Then, the level of GI was manipulated by providing participants a false feedback concerning their commitment toward the group activity. In the low GI condition, participants received a feedback-form indicating their group commitment score (25.2 points) was lower than the average (74.3 points). On the other hand, participants in the high GI condition were told that their score (82.6 points) is higher than the average (14.3 points). The effectiveness of this manipulation was evaluated with a two item measure of social identity (Bergami and Bagazzi 2000). A t-test on the measure showed a significant difference between high GI (M=4.60) and low GI (M=3.70, p < .01).

Message Framing (MF). In the last session, participants were asked to evaluate one of the two advertisements (i.e., promotion framed vs. prevention framed) identical with the ones used in study 2. Then they were asked to complete a questionnaire that contains the same measures of Message Persuasiveness (MP, a = .81), Brand Attitude (BA, a = .91), and Personal Relevance (PR, a = .74) used in study 2.

6.2 Results and Discussion

To test the proposed hypotheses, we conducted a 2 × 2 × 2 MANOVA with MP, BA, and PR. Neither gender nor age did show a significant effect, and dropped from further analyses. Multivariate tests on three dependent variables found the expected three-way interaction of RC, GI, and MF to be significant (F(3, 283) = 5.068, p < .01). None of other main effects or three two-way interaction effects was found significant. To further exam the observed interaction, a series of three 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVAs on each of MP, BA, and BR were conducted. The cell means and standard deviations from those models are displayed in Table 2.
ANOVA on MP showed a significant main effect of message framing (F(1, 285) = 5.626, p < .05) and a significant two-way interaction between MF and RC (F(1, 285) = 4.278, p < .05), but fail to show a significant result for the expected three-way interaction predicted by regulatory conflict hypotheses. The two-way interaction showed a consistent pattern (i.e., regulatory shift) observed in study 1. Participants exposed to avoidance-promotion RC condition perceived prevention framed message more persuasive than promotion framed message (Mpro = 3.76 vs. Mpre = 4.24; F(1, 285) = 9.22, p < .01) while participants exposed to approach-prevention RC condition perceived both promotion and prevention framed messages equally persuasive (Mpro = 4.02 vs. Mpre = 4.05; F(1, 285) = 0.05, ns).

ANOVA on BA revealed a significant main effect of message framing (F(1, 285) = 4.715, p < .05). Participants perceived prevention framed message (M = 4.14) more favorably than promotion framed message (M = 3.90). Further, we found a significant three-way interactions (F(1, 285) = 5.052, p < .05) expected from the hypotheses 2. In low GI and Approach-Prevention RC, participants evaluated the prevention framed brand more favorably (Mpro = 4.43 vs. Mpre = 4.91; F(1, 285) = 4.14, p < .05). In low GI and Avoidance-Promotion RC, participants assessed both prevention and promotion framed brands similarly favorable (Mpro = 4.68 vs. Mpre = 4.89; F(1, 285) = 0.63, ns). On the other hand, participants evaluated both promotion and prevention framed brands equally favorable (Mpro = 4.84 vs. Mpre = 4.62; F(1, 285) = 0.82, ns) in high GI and Approach-Prevention RC while participants evaluated prevention framed brand more favorably (Mpro = 4.29 vs. Mpre = 4.90; F(1, 285) = 5.76, p < .05) in high GI and Avoidance-Promotion RC.

### Table 2: Cell Means of Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low GI</th>
<th></th>
<th>High GI</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Approach-Promotion</td>
<td>Avoidance-Promotion</td>
<td>Approach-Promotion</td>
<td>Avoidance-Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=38</td>
<td>N=37</td>
<td>N=34</td>
<td>N=37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Persuasiveness</td>
<td>4.04 (1.08) 4.03 (0.90)</td>
<td>3.79 (0.98) 4.25 (0.86)</td>
<td>4.00 (0.91) 4.08 (1.00)</td>
<td>3.73 (0.83) 4.24 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Attitude</td>
<td>4.43 (1.34) 4.90 (1.00)</td>
<td>4.68 (1.33) 4.88 (1.01)</td>
<td>4.84 (0.85) 4.62 (1.05)</td>
<td>4.29 (0.89) 4.90 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Relevance</td>
<td>4.19 (1.09) 4.43 (0.84)</td>
<td>4.73 (0.98) 4.25 (0.92)</td>
<td>4.34 (0.80) 4.45 (0.78)</td>
<td>4.28 (0.89) 4.77 (0.94)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All the variables in the above table range from 0 to 7. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses. GI = Group Identification, RC = Regulatory Conflict, and MF = Message Framing.
ANOVA on PR also displayed an expected significant three-way interaction \((F(1, 285) = 6.963, \ p < .01)\). None of other experimental factors was found to be significant. Participants in low GI and Approach-Prevention RC condition perceived both prevention and promotion framed brands similarly self-relevant \((M_{\text{pro}} = 4.19 \text{ vs. } M_{\text{pre}} = 4.43; F(1, 285) = 1.472, \text{ ns})\) while participants in low GI and Avoidance-Promotion RC condition perceived promotion framed brand more self-relevant \((M_{\text{pro}} = 4.73 \text{ vs. } M_{\text{pre}} = 4.25; F(1, 285) = 4.92, \ p < .05)\). On the other hand, participants in high GI and Approach-Prevention RC condition perceived both promotion and prevention framed brands similarly self-relevant \((M_{\text{pro}} = 4.34 \text{ vs. } M_{\text{pre}} = 4.45; F(1, 285) = 0.258, \text{ ns})\) while participants in high GI and Avoidance-Promotion RC condition perceived prevention framed brand more self-relevant \((M_{\text{pro}} = 4.28 \text{ vs. } M_{\text{pre}} = 4.77; F(1, 285) = 5.106, \ p < .05)\).

Figure 1 displays these two three-way interaction patterns found on BA and PR. These patterns suggest that participants use either personal regulatory focus or group orientations as their active regulatory foci depending on the level of group identification. For BA variable, we observed a clear crossover interaction expected from the proposed hypotheses in high GI condition while the pattern is not clear in low GI condition. On the other hand, for PR variable, we observed the expected crossover pattern in low GI condition and the interaction pattern in high GI condition is also consistent with the proposed hypotheses. From these interaction patterns, we are able to obtain a robust evidence supporting our predictions. The results demonstrated that consumers do change their regulatory orientation from individual level to the collective level (or vice versa) depending on the level of group commitment. When consumers possess low level of group
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identification, they tend to follow personal regulatory orientation instead of group orientation. When consumers possess high level of group identification, consumers shift their locus of self-perception and use group orientation to regulate their evaluation processes.

VI. General Discussions

The present research provides empirical supports the dialectic process of the regulatory shifts between individual and collective level of self-perceptions. The results from one preliminary study and two main studies demonstrate that 1) consumers can shift their locus of self-regulation from the individual level to the collective level when a social identity is made salient, 2) the shift in the regulatory focus influences consumers' message and product evaluations, 3) whereas consumers shift their regulatory focus to group orientation when they possess a high level of group identification, they maintain their personal regulatory focus when they did not have a strong identification with the group membership.

Specifically, with a simple activation of a group membership, we were able to show a partial support for the regulatory shift hypothesis. When a group has an approach (or avoidance) goal orientation, their group members' regulatory mindset becomes more promotion (or prevention) oriented (preliminary study). Interestingly, the changes in the locus of self-regulation generate a limited influence on message and product evaluations (study 1). Under the speculation that this partial support of regulatory shift is due to the different levels of group identification between participants, we further examined the regulatory shift hypothesis with more elaborated hypotheses that propose a three-way interaction between regulatory conflict, group identification, and message framing. In study 2, we implemented the idea of regulatory conflicts to test the proposed hypotheses, and examined how the level of group identification determines a consumer's locus of self-control and influence her message and product evaluations (study 2). We found that when the level of group identification is low, participants evaluate a product framed consistent with their own personal regulatory tendency more favorable and self-relevant. On the other hand, when the level of group identification is high, participants evaluate a product framed consistent with the group orientation more positive and self-relevant.

Although a couple of unexpected patterns emerged from individual ANOVA analyses, one should recognize that the results from MANOVAs showed a clear three-way interaction, as suggested from our hypotheses, and all other experimental factors became non-significant. We speculate that the superior statistical power of MANOVA (e.g., Iacobucci 1994) enables us to capture the true essence of
the moderating effect of group identification. This strong three-way interaction in the MANOVA analyses, combined with the results from the three independent ANOVA analyses, provides meaningful evidence for the proposed CRP model.

To the best of our knowledge, our experiments represent the first attempt to demonstrate the dialectic interplay between collective and individual levels of self-regulations. Recent attempts of understanding collective influences on consumption behaviors has generated prolific researches on topics such as donations (Winterich et al, 2009), message effectiveness (Goldstein et al, 2008; Torelli 2006), purchase decisions (Lee and Shavitt 2006) and brand relationships (Swaminathan et al, 2007). Majority of such studies, however, have focused on the unidirectional influences of collectives on individual consumers and neglect the interplay between the individual identity and collectives. The current research contributes to the literature by providing a new approach to understand collective influences, which conceptualizes collective influences as a dynamic process that describes the interaction between two different levels of self-construals. Further, we implemented three novel concepts (regulatory conflicts, regulatory shift, and regulatory preservation) to generate the proposed hypotheses, which present consumer researchers a useful framework for testing the interplay among different levels of self-construals (i.e., individual, relational, and collective: Sedikides and Brewer 2001) and its effect on consumers' consumption behaviors in various domains.

Our studies also provide additional evidence supporting the existence of collective regulatory orientation, and complement findings of prior research on regulatory focus. Whereas extant research primarily examined a collective regulatory goal as a contextual cue that activates the corresponding personal regulatory focus (Levine et al, 2000; Shah et al, 2004), the present research reformulates the concept as group orientation - a shared regulatory norm among group members that resides in an individual's collective self-concept. In addition, the current research advances the knowledge on how consumers manage to activate an appropriate regulatory focus in a given social context by examining the regulatory conflicts between a collective and the individual self. In the presence of a regulatory conflict, consumers are compelled to reduce the psychological tension between a collective and an individual identity. In such a situation, group identification plays an important role in helping consumers to resolve the conflicts and find a more appropriate self-regulation strategy.

The present study also provides an interesting insight regarding the impact of “a mere cognitive awareness of a group membership.” A few empirical studies based on Social Identity Theory demonstrate that a simple awareness of group membership influences the members' perceptions and behaviors (e.g., Paladino and...
Castelli 2008). Although the preliminary study did show supporting evidence consistent with their findings, its effect was limited to consumer's perception on message congruence, which was not extended to product related variables. Consistent with the prior research (e.g., Bergami and Bagozzi 2000; Sleebos et al. 2006) that examined the moderating effect of group identification, our findings suggest that having a mere awareness of a group membership influence people, but the effect be limited to psychological domains close to the group identity. Further examination of regulatory shifts revealed that a higher level of group identification is necessary to generated full-pledged regulatory shifts among consumers, which also support the idea that the level of collective influences was determined by the level of group identification. Further, online marketers often use a consumer’s group information (e.g., schools and universities they attended or companies and organizations they worked for) from SNS to influence her behaviors. However, they often develop communication messages based on the assumption that a simple awareness of group membership may influence a consumer’s responses. Our research suggest that marketers should collect more detailed group-related information to enhance the effectiveness of their communication efforts.

The findings from the present research also have meaningful applications that can help consumers to promote desirable behaviors and prevent undesirable habits. Many consumers use support groups to maintain their well-beings - from controlling excessive alcohol consumption to maintaining regular exercises. However, although consumers recognize the power of support groups, many of them often experiences failures in achieving such goals with groups’ helps (Moisio and Beruchashvili 2010). It is more likely that a consumer with promotion focus may need a support group to implement avoidance group orientation (e.g., controlling overeating) because her natural tendency of self-regulation does not agree with the avoidance goal. If she can develop a strong attachment toward the support group (i.e., a high level of group identification), she have a higher chance of achieving the avoidance goal with a regulatory shift. Paradoxically, however, the collectively shared idea among consumers in individualistic and independent culture (Markus and Kitayama 1994) may prevent them from developing a strong identification with the support group. Rather, consumers often see the group as an entity separated from their self-perceptions and treat it as a means to achieve her individual (and independent) goal. Unfortunately, the psychological separation from a support group may hinder the regulatory shift and prevent consumer from taking a more effect way to achieve the desirable goal. Therefore, it is necessary to enlighten consumers to develop strong affective attachment toward support groups to increase the chance of
achieving their goals through group efforts.

Our research has several limitations related to the methodological and theoretical issues of this paper. The implementation of the regulatory conflicts not only provides an interesting theoretical perspective but also generates a high level of efficiency in our experiments. Thus, theoretically uninteresting matches between personal regulatory focus and group orientation (i.e., promotion - approach and prevention-avoidance) were not considered in our empirical studies. Although this empirical framework was effective in testing our proposed hypotheses, it prevents us from making clear explanations for some of unexpected effects related to RC (e.g., a main effect of RC on MP in study 2). Future studies focused on examining the precise mechanism of regulatory conflict manipulation would shed a new light on understanding how exactly consumers manage their conflict resolution process. In addition, the current research examined only the role of group identification in consumers’ conflict resolution processes, where other social variables such as group leadership or group status (minority or majority) may also play important roles in shaping a consumer’s regulatory functions. Further, since our experiments were conducted in small group contexts, one should be cautious about applying our findings in larger group settings where more complicated group dynamics are in play. Future researchers, however, also have wonderful opportunities of examining the conflict resolution process in large organization settings, where marketing department or sales teams often struggle to encourage their members to follow the group goals and induce desirable behaviors. One of possible sources of such a trouble can be a regulatory conflict between the departmental goals and individual employees, which deserve serious attention from group psychologists. For instance, sales department often clearly state their annual or monthly goals in a promotion framed way, and employees with prevention focus may experience “regulatory conflicts” that can impair their job satisfaction.
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